Honda fat cat

The fat tires allow it to carve across the sand better than skinny tires. This Fat Cat is an effective
solution to that problem. Although the Fat Cat is a custom build, its concept was based on the
original Honda Fat Cat that was available for sale at Honda dealers back in They were basically
continuing a trend that Yamaha made popular with its BW It became available at Yamaha
dealers in A larger BW was later added to the line up as well. This Fat Cat was built by a shop
known as Classified Moto. They have had a reputation for putting together custom machines
that have a unique look and style. Instead, there has to be a jack shaft designed into the front of
the swing arm. From there another chain can clear the tire as it continues back to the rear
sprocket. As you can see the Fat Cat utilizes that concept too. Another unique factor are the
wider triple clamps that move the front forks apart to clear the wider front tire. The front and
rear view of the Fat Cat certainly provides a unique look for a dirt bike or an ATV. You know this
thing is very serious about what it was designed to do. Dirt Wheels Magazine. Back Issues
T-shirts. By karel on January 3, American consumers hoping Honda would replace its NCX with
the larger-displacement NCX will be disappointed to know they might have to wait until the
model year to get the 75cc engine upgrade. The California Air Resources Board has granted an
executive for the Honda NCX, certifying the motorcycle for sale in the state with the same cc
engine displacement it had since being introduced in the model year. See the full press release
from Bonhams below. Leading e-commerce solutions developer, Powertex Group, is pleased to
announce the launch of a Honda Powersports online store and new Honda Powersports
branded merchandise. Powertex Group will manufacture and sell newly designed branded
apparel, headwear, and accessories, such as OGIO and Oakley backpacks, drinkware, pens and
picture frames, as well as provide existing Honda Powersports licensees with the opportunity to
sell their merchandise. This strategy will not only increase visibility for licensed products
already in market, but offer a one-stop shop where both Powersports dealers and retail
customers can purchase a large assortment of Honda branded merchandise. These filters are
distributed to the U. What follows is the official Pirelli press release. We feel comfortable saying
that this is certainly not the type of heated seats Gold Wing riders would want to have. The
affected models come from a variety of years. Honda Fat Cat Motorcycles. This Honda Fat Cat
has had 2 owners was always stored inside was only ridden and not abused. All Rights
Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. These
unusual bikes were produced for two just years, and marketed as easy-to-operate machines for
beginners with features like an automatic transmission and floaty ATV tires. They were also
known to be really good in sand and snow, but mud and hardpack were challenging due to
oversized rubber and the lack of power modulation offered by a manual clutch. The seller says
this one fires up and idles properly, rides well and has a clean California title. The plastic
fairings, 1. The seller mentions some areas have been touched up with spray paint, and tires
look like they need replacement. The cockpit is very basic and provides no instrumentation.
Drum brakes are fitted front and rear, and the latter can be operated by the left hand lever as
well as a traditional foot lever. Apart from the dented exhaust pipe and a crack in the sprocket
cover, cosmetic condition looks good, and the seller says the motor has very low hours. These
bikes had a dry weight of pounds, and utilized a telescoping fork and mono shock to achieve
suspension travel of six inches. This one would be a lot of fun out in the desert not to far east
from where it currently resides, or out in the snow somewhere a lot further in the same
direction. The new BaT Podcast! Listen now. Looking for a Honda Motorcycles? Find more here.
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error posting your comment. The fat tires allow it to carve across the sand better than skinny
tires. This Fat Cat is an effective solution to that problem. Although the Fat Cat is a custom
build, its concept was based on the original Honda Fat Cat that was available for sale at Honda
dealers back in They were basically continuing a trend that Yamaha made popular with its BW It
became available at Yamaha dealers in A larger BW was later added to the line up as well. This
Fat Cat was built by a shop known as Classified Moto. They have had a reputation for putting
together custom machines that have a unique look and style. Instead, there has to be a jack
shaft designed into the front of the swing arm. From there another chain can clear the tire as it
continues back to the rear sprocket. As you can see the Fat Cat utilizes that concept too.
Another unique factor are the wider triple clamps that move the front forks apart to clear the
wider front tire. The front and rear view of the Fat Cat certainly provides a unique look for a dirt
bike or an ATV. You know this thing is very serious about what it was designed to do.
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a lot through the years, from essentially road-going motorcycles with knobby tires to high-flying
motorcross monsters. The Fat Cat TR grew on an odd little branch of the family tree that
terminated after just two years of production. Essentially a mini-motocross bike with ATV tires,
the Fat Cat was tailor made for staying afloat on deep sand and loose gravel. It might not have
lived long as a species, but Honda's Fat Cat was a creature of note. There were two Fat Cat
models for the years and Both Fat Cat models had white side panels, fenders, frames and
handlebars and wheels. The seat, fuel tank and forks were painted blue, and the Fat Cat name
decal was orange and yellow with white trim. The fuel tank capacity was 1. The Fat Cat had both
front and rear drums for braking. The Fat Cat was much the same as the model, with the main
difference being that the engine was painted silver instead of black. It had a It had a five-speed,
automatic clutch and both a kick and an electric starter. The Fat Cat's front suspension used 5.
The rear suspension used a single shock with 4. The Fat Cat was Its diminutive proportions
made it ideal for smaller riders, but full-scale adults might have found themselves with their feet
dragging. It used a Warren Bennett has been writing professionally since Other projects he has
worked on include critiquing a game design document for Micro Forte, having a movie script
reach preproduction stage and writing for various local publications. He studied mass
communications at Central Arizona College. Length, Wheelbase, and other specifications The
Fat Cat was Writer Bio Warren Bennett has been writing professionally since No rust or damage.
Extra wide tires excellent performance in soft sand or mud. Runs great everything works. The
price is firm. I have a Honda TR Fatcat. These were only made in and Kickstart , electric start
with new battery , semi automatic , front and rear lights , been taken down to the frame and
degreased , painted , new bushings bearings ,seals ,brakes. This is street legal and has clean
Colorado t A very beautiful fat cat. If you know what they are you know what they are worth. Full
frame off restoration everything is new. Have old paperwork that will go with it. All originalsome
parts repainted or glued due to a crack in plasticruns great All new plastic. Lights work. Needs
tires and battery. This is a must have classic - very rare! Local pick up only. Willing to sell
separate or as a pair. Neither bike is running currently. Engine turns over, most of the main
items are there. Rolls easy and tires hold air. Missing carb, side plastic, tail light and few Very
well taken care of original Honda replacement fork boots , owners manual, service manual ,new
battery and chain all original!! Purchased this from an older gentleman that had owned it for 23
years. If you Email Poster Message. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Seller information gotboulders Contact seller. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. The listing has ended. Make Offer. Resume making your offer ,
if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Longtime Member. Buyer responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Item location:.
Vickery, Ohio, United States. Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. The bike runs good. The painted handlebars feature a
padded crossbar and simple controls including a left-side lever to operate the rear brake and
another on the right for front brake. The bike is not fitted with instrumentation, leaving total
mileage unknown. Will help arrange shipping if buyer needs help. Payment details. Seller's
payment instructions Paypal. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to

Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Master Card. Stevens
Point , Wisconsin , US. Welcome to my auction for my Honda Fat Cat I've owned this bike since
the Christmas of , when my dad bought it for me. I was 11 years old then! I'm the only owner it's
ever had. I rode a lot back in the late 80s, and early 90s. There was probably a 5 or 6 year period
there when it was ridden most every weekend that the weather in Chicago where I grew up
would permit. It's been stored for most the time after that. I did pull it out and get it running
again back in or , but I only rode it once or twice before it went back in storage. It's been sitting
in my garage since, going from house to house as I've moved. I pulled it out again now in
August It didn't run when I took it out of storage. It required a new battery, and a complete
carburetor rebuild to get it going again. I also replaced a few brittle fuel lines. At this point, it
runs awesome! See my video below. Regarding the overall condition of the bike, it's not in
perfect shape. It's 26 years old! It has some dings and the like on it. Some of the pictures and
video make it look really great, just bear in mind that the white isn't quite that bright in person,
and it's a bit dinged up. That's all a factor of the camera washing out the whites. This bike runs
top notch, as good as it ever did. Again, be sure you watch the video that I've linked below. I've
been riding this bike over the last few weeks. Hitting the trails, and reliving my youth. It's really
a blast to be on. The transmission works great, there are no shifting issues with it. The lights all
work. The brakes work great as well. The tires hold air with no issues. In terms of functionality,
the bike is in excellent condition. Everything on this bike is original, except for the battery and
the fuel lines that I replaced in August I haven't restored it, or replaced anything else. The
original owner's manual is included, as is the original field tool kit that came with it. It was very
tempting to restore the thing to new looking once I realized how available parts for it are on
eBay, considering how long I've owned it. In the end I decided to give it up in order to clear up
some garage space. I hope this thing goes to someone who will ride it, and have a blast doing
so. Here's the video for the bike. I accept cash and cashier's checks ONLY! I was burned once
on a large purchase through PayPal, and won't take that risk again on something that'll sell for
this much. Unfortunately, it does not look like those upgrades will make it to the U. Two-time
World Superbike Champion James Toseland announced his immediate retirement from
motorcycle racing due to a debilitating injury to his right wrist. After undergoing an operation
for the injury, Toseland made two attempts at returning to racing, first at the Miller Motorsports
Park round in May and again at the Silverstone round in July. Joan Barreda won his second
special stage this year and now boasts a lead of more than 13 minutes over Cyril Despres and
Marc Coma, the two other beneficiaries of a particularly decisive stage. Year: Mileage: 1 Color:
White. Honda Other photos. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the
property of their respective owners. Remember the Honda ATC? Of course you do. I reckon
most of us who are of a certain age remember the small-displacement, big-tired, candy-colored
trikes that poured out of Hamamatsu by the ton in the 70s and 80s. Growing up in rural
central-Ohio they were everywhere. Well, everywhere but my garage because my old man was
overprotective, not that I'm bitter or anything. Anyway , if you remember the ATC you may
remember that by the lates Honda was winding down production in the face of public backlash
against the trikes' perceived danger and the increasing popularity of four-wheeled ATVs. Right
before they completely axed the ATCs, though, Honda rolled out a strange little bike as a
response to Yamaha's popular Big Wheel that was both dirt bike and ATC but not entirely either.
Friends, let me introduce you to the TR It's good, right? It was powered by a detuned version of
the ATCX's cc air-cooled, four-stroke single which delivered power to the fat rear wheel through
a five-speed gearbox with an automatic clutch. It had standard forks up front, a monoshock aft,
and cable-operated drum brakes on both wheels. The suspension was padded out by the big,
pillowy off-road tires from the ATC line, and it was apparently a boss in sand and mud. Honda
marketed the TR as a gateway machine to dirt bikes and ATVs, and touted its simplicity and
friendliness. Along with the automatic clutch, the little bike was equipped with an electric starter
with a kickstart backup for ease of operation. I couldn't find any solid production numbers for
the TR, but I don't think Honda made too many of them. Rushed to market to compete in a
market already dominated by Team Blue, the Fat Cat never really found its niche and was dead
before You can still find pristine examples of these adorable little scamps here and there on the
internet, and for not a lot of money. Problem is, they're still competing with Yamaha after all
these years since there are tons of its old nemesis, the BW, on the used market and the TW is
still A Thing. I still kinda want one, though, if only to own a bike that hardly anyone has heard of.
You can read that article here and draw your own conclusions. Photos courtesy of Bike-Urious.
Home Honda Features Motorcycle History. Aug 05, at pm ET. By : Jason Marker. In a world of
Big Wheels, be a Fat Cat. Cycleweird: The Daihatsu Tsubasa. Who but Honda could have built
the Fatcat, and who could resist it? Yamaha, the answer is Yamaha. Gallery: Honda TR Fatcat.
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hours ago. Instant Fishing Reports. Direct to your inbox. Keep catch records. Fishing Magazine.
Very serious inquires only, very rare and very few out there. The engine was a cc four-stroke
OHC single linked to a five-speed transmission and automatic clutch. It featured lever actuated
drum brakes on both wheels. This bike was unique in that it used two ATV-type tires. Presently
complete bikes are quite uncommon, though replacement parts are readily available as they
interchange with other Honda ATCs. I have had a few people inquire and say price is to high but
I don't think one is available in the US for sale in the same condition. I don't need to sell it but if
the right person comes along looking for a showroom piece than great. I use it and run it once
in a while to go pull cards. Electric start, starts and runs flawless, it does have a kick start and
once in a while I will start it that way. They are very rare and very awesome conversation pieces.
Thanks for the thread. Price is not too high. I had a Yamaha big wheel. They are pretty cool.
Sold the Fat Cat, I feel like I had to shoot and bury my dog. It went to a good owner. So long ole
buddy. Hi Walloholic, just wondering if you would know anybody that has and would sell. Honda
FatCat? Any information is good information. Thanks man, Dave. You need to be a member in
order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have
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